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Abstract—This study shows that a previously published
cross correlation based power analysis (CCPA) attack applied
to the Montgomery Ladder exponentiation steps of a Rivest
Shamir Adleman (RSA) implementation can be improved by
working in frequency domain. It is shown that utilizing cross
correlation values of discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
coefficients instead of time samples, requires lesser power
traces to retrieve the key bits of the target implementation. In
addition, instead of using DFT coefficients corresponding to
the whole measured frequency band, using a few DFT
coefficients corresponding to lower bands, even under the first
harmonic of the target clock is also an improving factor on the
performance of the CCPA. Practical and theoretical results are
also compared to both domains. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first study to show the frequency domain
applicability and superiorities in terms of horizontal CCPA
type attacks.
Index Terms—ciphers, classification algorithms,
security, leakage currents, public key cryptography.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Side channel analysis (SCA) [1] is a family of physical
attacks that enables to break mathematically strong
cryptographic algorithms if appropriate countermeasures are
ignored on the target devices. Today, most of the digital
cryptographic devices are based on complementary metaloxide
semiconductor
(CMOS)
technology.
The
instantaneous power consumption of CMOS devices varies
according to the processes carried out or the data processed
[1]. Power analysis is a SCA family, which employs the
power leakage of devices when executing cryptographic
algorithms. Simple power analysis (SPA) [1], differential
power analysis (DPA) [1-6], correlation power analysis
(CPA) [7-8], collision power analysis [9-12] are power
analysis types. In a cryptographic algorithm implementation,
main vulnerability used by SPA [1] is process differences
performed depending on the partial key values. Because
different operations create different shaped power trace
regions, SPA attacks are performed by visual inspection of
these regions on a single or several power traces. On the
other hand, the main vulnerability used by DPA [1-6] is that
processing of partial key related intermediate values
produces power trace regions with different amplitudes
associated with their Hamming weight (HW) or Hamming
distance (HD). DPA attacks are performed by statistical
analysis of these regions on the power traces collected
during the algorithm execution with the same key and
different plaintext values.
“Distance of means” test is a classical tool for DPA

attacks. Correlation power analysis (CPA) [7-8] is a variant
of DPA and uses correlation analysis of the power traces
with the predicted power consumption models. These
models are created by calculating HW or HD of the partial
key dependent intermediate values. Collision type SCA [922] is another power analysis family and based on the
detection of the similar power trace regions produced by
usage of same operand when a specified operation related
with the key parts takes place. If a collision is detected, the
related partial key value is classified as the same type with
the collided one. Collision based SCA can use DPA [8],
CPA [11-14], CCPA [7], [10], [13], [15-19] or combination
of all these method with various clustering algorithms [2022] to compare the respective power trace regions. If
collision detection is performed by comparing different time
instants on a power trace of a single run, it is called as the
horizontal analysis [9-13], [15-17]. Otherwise, if
comparisons are made between the regions belonging to the
same time instants of the one more power traces, produced
by algorithm execution with different inputs, this is called as
vertical collision analysis [10], [14], [18].
This study introduces frequency domain counterpart of a
previously published cross correlation based collision attack
[15]. Both attacks are applied to the Montgomery ladder
exponentiation steps of a RSA [24] implementation. CCPA
attacks are commonly utilized for exponentiation or doubleadd steps of asymmetric algorithms such as RSA and elliptic
curve (EC) cryptography. In [4], horizontal CCPA is applied
to determine the locations of the double and add operations
in the binary exponentiation steps of the RSA
implementation. In [18], vertical CCPA is utilized for
attacking to exponentiation steps of a RSA implementation
having the binary-with-random-initial-point (BRIP) message
blinding countermeasure. In [18], vertical correlation values
are combined by summing up them in horizontal directions.
In [14], vertical CCPA is used against a multiply always
exponentiation steps of a RSA implementation to distinguish
power trace regions of consecutive modular operations. In
[15] which is the time domain counterpart of our proposed
attack, CCPA is utilized against the Montgomery ladder
(ML) exponentiation steps of an application specific
integrated circuits (ASIC) RSA implementation, in which
multiplication operands are retrieved from different
locations according to the key bit types. In [15], a single
constant reference bit power trace region is compared to the
regions belonging to all other bits to classify them. In [16]
attack in [15] is improved using all the secret key bit regions
as reference. In [19], it is shown that the attack in [15] can
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be improved by selecting more correlative power trace
points. In [20], it is shown that the attack in [15] can be
improved by using "selected message” values.
For time-domain DPA, CPA and CCPA attacks, power
trace regions of each separate algorithm execution should be
well-aligned around the interested operation. However,
timing variations between algorithm steps, several
countermeasures such as adding dummy operations or
triggering properties of the measurement setups can cause
the misalignment of these regions. In addition, switching
noise introduced by the other operations executed in parallel
and the natural noise of the electronic circuit have a negative
effect on the attacks performance. Recently, frequencydomain attacks are becoming an alternative to the timedomain counterparts because of their possible noise and
jitter resistance [25-27]. If noise and actual leakages present
in different frequency bands, noise can be isolated from the
leakages, thus its effects can be mitigated in the frequencydomain [25]. Another advantage of the frequency-domain
power analysis is that in frequency-domain, misalignment
appears as a phase shift and its negative effects are less
important compared to the time-domain. Frequency-domain
CPA and DPA were first time proposed in [25-27] and
efficiency of frequency-domain is verified by these works.
Also, in [25], it is experimentally shown that power leakage
in frequency-domain is not dependent on the clock
frequency of the target device. In [28] it is shown that beside
the amplitude, the shape of traces can also be considered for
attacks in frequency domain. In [29-30], to enhance CPA or
DPA, filtering was applied around clock signals of the
algorithm execution and its harmonics. Furthermore, in [31],
a mathematical model for power and electro-magnetic (EM)
leakage in the frequency-domain are presented. This model
also shows that actual leakage is not dependent on the
operating clock frequency but it is only dependent indirectly
on the maximum clock frequency, in which the circuit can
operate. In [32], processing of traces in frequency domain is
used for second-order CPA type attacks. In [33], CPA
analysis in frequency domain applied to the EM radiation of
RSA algorithm is implemented on Raspberry Pi platform.
The theoretical results in [31] show that, in line with the
practical studies presented in [26], the actual leakage does
not need to be found around operating clock harmonics.
Unlike previous studies, this study suggests a CCPA
attack in the frequency domain. It is called as Frequencydomain Cross Correlation Power Analysis (FCCPA). The
proposed method uses amplitude of Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) coefficients for the cross correlation
analysis instead of time samples. The method is successfully
applied to the Montgomery Ladder (ML) exponentiation
steps of a RSA implementation. The proposed frequency
domain CCPA has been shown to have advantages over time
domain in two respects. The first one is that using all DFT
coefficients representing the entire measured band, the
FCCPA attack succeeded with lesser power traces compared
to the CCPA attack. This result can be explained by the fact
that the frequency domain is more immune to alignment
problems as mentioned in previous DPA and CPA attacks
[25-27], [31]. This property is also a healing factor for
CCPA attack in this domain. The second one is that, rather
than the entire measured frequency band, the use of DFT
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coefficients corresponding to the lower bands even under
the first clock harmonic of the target, also improves the
performance of the FCCPA. This result can be explained by
the frequency domain leakage model given in [31] and
frequency domain DPA or CPA attacks in [25-27], [31],
which show that lower frequency bands can be more
important because of their better leakage SNR. As a result,
experimental results in this study show that, advantages of
working in frequency domain for DPA and CPA attacks
mentioned in [25-27], [31] are also valid for our frequencydomain CCPA.
Remaining outline of this paper is as follows: Section 2
gives information about RSA cryptosystem and its
implementation types. Section 3 and Section 4 details the
previous CCPA method and the FCCPA methods we
propose as a frequency domain adaptation of this method.
Section 5 presents the experimental results of FCCPA and
their comparisons to CCPA. Section 6 is the conclusion.
II. RSA CRYPTOSYSTEM IMPLEMENTATIONS
RSA is the first known "Public Key" asymmetric
encryption algorithm. An algorithm being asymmetrical
means using separate keys for encryption and decryption.
Data encrypted with the public key must be decrypted with a
private key. Although it is possible to encrypt and decrypt
the communication using the RSA, normally symmetrical
algorithms are preferred for this work. Symmetric
algorithms such as data encryption standard (DES) and
advanced encryption standard (AES) use same key for
encryption and decryption operations and the key values
must be kept secret. Secure key sharing, which is one of the
most important problems in the use of these symmetric
algorithms is provided by "Diffie-Helman Key Distribution"
[34] type protocols that use asymmetric algorithms such as
RSA and EC encryption. In addition, signing and signature
verification protocols such as digital signature algorithm
(DSA) [35], which are used to understand that a data comes
from the right source, also work with these asymmetric
algorithms.
RSA algorithm mathematically consists of a modular
exponentiation loop. Let “M” is a large n-bit sized value and
used as modulus. “M” is obtained by multiplying the two
n/2 bit sized prime values p and q. The function Ф(M) is
defined as (1).
  M    p -1 q -1
(1)
Let "e" and "d" be two integers satisfying the condition
(2).
e.d=1mod Ф(M)
(2)
The “e” value with the modulus value “M” is called as the
public key and the “d” value is called as the private key. The
encryption, and the decryption operations are performed as
in (3) by using secret exponent “d” and public exponent “e”.
S  Y d mod M, Y  Se mod M
(3)
The security of the RSA algorithm is based on the fact
that factoring the large modulus M into its prime factors p
and q is as difficult as finding the private key "d" when the
public key pair "e" and "M" are known. Bit size of the
modulus is called as the bit size of the RSA algorithm. This
size can be in the range of 256-4096. Exponentiation loop of
RSA algorithm includes hundreds of modular multiplication
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or squaring operations. There are some exponentiation
algorithms to make these calculations efficiently. A practical
and simple solution is “binary square-multiply” algorithm.
This algorithm has SPA vulnerability, as it includes a
conditional branch state depending on the secret key bit
values. Coron [36] proposed a modified square-multiply
always exponentiation algorithm to defeat this vulnerability.
While the added dummy operations provide resistance to
SPA-type attacks, they make the implementations
vulnerable to other SCA types such as Safe-Error attack
[37]. Joe and Yen [38] proposed an enhanced SPA
countermeasure based on another modular exponentiation
algorithm known as Montgomery ladder (ML) [23]. This
algorithm has no conditional branches and no dummy
operations. It performs both of the regular square and
multiply operations for each bit of the secret exponent. The
target RSA implementation in this study also uses the ML
algorithm as the exponentiation method. Although ML is
resistant against SPA type attacks because of its redundancy
in terms of executed multiply-square operations, it is still
vulnerable to DPA-CPA-and Collision type SCA methods as
shown in this study.
III. BENCHMARK TCCPA
Before explaining the FCCPA attack, it is important to
understand the time-domain counterpart TCCPA attack [15]
which is applied to the ML exponentiation steps of a RSA
implementation. It is a [15] cross correlation based collision
type attack which tries to catch the similar power trace
regions related with the secret bit operations in the ML loop.
Source of the similarities can be explained as operand usage
from similar location. To perform the CCPA attack, power
trace regions of each key bit is correlated with the region of
a known fixed reference bit. Here, the reference region is
used as a template and cross correlation between this
template and others are used as a measure of their similarity.
In particular, by using these correlation values, each of the
key bits are classified as the same (called type0) or different
type (called type1) with the reference bit. An exponent bit
is called as type0 bit if its value is same with the preceding
bit, otherwise it is called as type1 bit.
Meaning of type0 and type1 bits are arise from
implementation details of the target implementation. The
target Montgomery Ladder steps are given in Table I. Here
“M” is p bit wide modulus, “Y” is the base value and “d” is
the binary representation of the secret key. In target
implementation as a modular multiplication, “Montgomery
Modular Multiplication” algorithm is used and “MontMul”
abbreviation stands for this. By looking at the
exponentiation steps of the target ML, it is seen that one of
the two registers named as A0 and A1 are used for the first
operands and another register named as B is used for the
second operands of the multiplication and squaring
operations. After multiplication and squaring operations for
each secret bit, current bit and preceding bit values are
compared to check that if they have same or different
values. If the processed bit is same as with the preceding
one, the content of register B is directly generated by the
previous multiplication operation result and these kind of
bits are called as type0. Otherwise B register content is read
from either registers A0 or A1 and these bits are called as
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type1. By looking at these operation steps, it can be seen
that type0 bits have more common operations with each
other and their leakage signals should have more similarities
compared to the type1 bits. In the CCPA method [15] time
instants corresponding these operation steps are selected as
attacking point and cross correlation values are used to
classify the leakage signals. Cross correlation values
between the leakage signals of a type0 reference bit and
with the signals of all the other type0 bit, should have higher
values compared to the one between the reference and all
the other type1 bits. The values calculated for each bit are
used in two different ways to decide to its type. In the first
approach, the correlation values obtained from each run of
the algorithm for a given bit are summed and compared with
a threshold value. If the correlation sum is greater than the
threshold, the type of this bit is decided as the same as the
reference, ie type0 otherwise, different from the reference, ie
type1 bit.
For the second approach, if correlation values for each
power traces are greater than the threshold, an estimation
counter for type0 bit, otherwise an estimation counter for
type1 bit is increased. When correlation values of all of the
traces are evaluated, type of the bit is decided according to
the corresponding counter. It is shown in [15] that the first
approach works better. In this proposed FCCPA method,
also first approach is preferred.
TABLE I. ATTACKED MONTGOMERY LADDER IMPLEMENTATION
Inputs
M = m p m p - 1. . m 1 m 0

R = 2P
R - 1 = 2- p
Y = y p m y p - 1. . y 1 y 0
d = d p d p - 1. . d 1 d 0
Outputs:
S=Y dm odM

A0=MontMul (Y,R 2 )
A1=MontMul (A0,A0)
For i=p-1 to p
If(di=0

& d i+1 = 0 )

A1=MontMul(A1,B)
A0=MontMul(A0,B)
Write square result to B
E l s e I f ( d i = 0 & d i+1 = 1 )
A1=MontMul(A1,B)
A0=MontMul(A0,B)
B=A1
E l s e I f ( d i = 1 & d i+1 = 0 )
A0=MontMul(A0,B)
A1=MontMul(A1,B),
B=A0
E l s e I f ( d i = 1 & d i+1 = 1 )
A0=MontMul(A0,B)
A1=MontMul(A1,B),
Write square result to B
S=MontMul(A0,1)
Return S
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IV. THE PROPOSED FCCPA METHOD
In this study, FCCPA method is applied to the
Montgomery Ladder (ML) exponentiation steps of a RSA
implementation like the previous time domain CCPA attack
[15]. In contrary to the previous CCPA [15-19], the
proposed FCCPA method uses selected DFT coefficients of
per time regions. DFT transform decomposes a time-domain
signal into sinuses and cosines of different frequencies. It
represents a signal by how much each frequency contributes
to the construction of the signal. Because at a given
frequency, absolute values of DFT coefficients include most
of the information that the signal contains, it is expected that
FCCPA analysis in the frequency-domain works in a similar
way to the time-domain CCPA method. FCCPA uses cross
correlation analysis to determine the measure of the
similarity between Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
coefficients of power trace regions belonging to the each of
the key bits.

Figure 1. CMOS inverter leakage currents with changing input output states

In general, like other passive SCA types, frequency
domain has several advantages for FCCPA attacks. One of
the advantages is that, misalignments of the traces regions
have a lesser negative effect on the corresponding DFT
coefficients. To apply the CCPA [12], [11] trace regions
belonging to the interested operations are extracted from
power traces. It is important that these trace segments must
be well aligned around the focused operation. Because there
are time deviations for each execution of the target
algorithm steps and also non-ideal triggering, due to the
unstable conditions of measurement setups, displacement
errors along with the trace regions occur. As with CPA and
DPA attacks, if the errors are significant, the performance of
CCPA-type attacks in the time domain suffers and requires
much more traces. However, as the frequency spectrum is
more resistant to time drift, misalignment becomes less
significant, which gives the FCCPA method an advantage.
Another advantage of operating in frequency-domain is that
the correlation values are computed independently for each
frequency component. This enables the attacker to eliminate
the information that is not related to the key-dependent
operations. To understand which frequency band may
include more information, it will be useful to look at the
models explaining the source of leakage which is used by
DPA and CPA type attacks. The source of the operand
dependent power leakage in CMOS based digital circuits is
explained by the switching current behavior of the inverters.
When a CMOS circuit output state is changed, there are two
main source of the leakage: One of them is the charging
current drawn by the output load capacitance. The other one
is the temporary short circuit current of instant Gnd-Vdd
connection. At the logic level, dynamic power consumption
6
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behavior is approximated by HW/HD modeling. These
models assume that all of the cells and all of the 0-1and 1-0
transitions consume equal amount of power. DPA and CPA
attacks use this simplified logic level behavior [29]. When
HW or HD approaches are used, transient behavior of the
leakage during the switching of the output of an inverter is
disregarded [26]. For time based and frequency based CCPA
analysis, time slots or DFT coefficients belonging to these
time slots are correlated to each other. Therefore, for CCPA
and FCCPA, instead of HW or HD models, which represent
a single time instant, transient leakage behavior of the
inverter is more important. For the transient behavior
simulation of a CMOS inverter at the analog level, lumpedC model can be used as a simplification [30]. In this model,
all of the intrinsic parasitic capacitance of the transistor and
the capacitance of the wires and subsequent cells are
modeled as a common capacitance CL at the output of the
inverter. The effect of the number of subsequent cells and
effect of difference for the capacitance of wires bounded to
the inverter can be modeled by this CL. In Fig. 1, SPICE
simulation of the lumped-C model of a CMOS inverter is
given. As can be seen for 1-0 and 0-1 transitions,
approximately triangular shaped currents with different
maximum amplitudes during different time duration are
driven. The 1-0 transition of the output contains only direct
path or short circuit current. However the 0-1 transition
contain both direct path current and charging current of the
CL, and as a result, its amplitude is bigger.
In Fig. 2 (a), direct path current of the 0-1 state change of
a CMOS inverter for two different CL values are given.
When CL is changed, amplitude and duration of the currents
also changes. In Fig. 2(b), DFT coefficients of these leakage
currents are given. It is seen that the amplitude of the DFT
coefficients decreases and eventually disappears towards the
higher frequency bands. By using a similar approach with
[26], spreading of the power leakages in frequency domain
can be represented by taking the Fourier Transform of these
triangular shaped currents. Suppose that direct path current
occurs within the time duration of tsc and peak current value
It is reached at the time atsc. In that case the Fourier
transform of two triangular shaped pulses with the base
values of atsc and tsc-atsc with the height of It can be
calculated by using (4). Here, tsc value is dependent on the
maximum clock frequency at which the circuit can operate
and is only indirectly related to the actual operating clock
frequency [27]. The other parameter “a” represents the rise
time of the current and it is related to the operating clock
rise time [40], [41].
at sc I
t sc I
t
t
P(f )  
te- j2Õft d t  
te- j2 ft d t
0
at sc a.t
a.t sc
sc


- jI t

22 f 2 .t sc

(4)

1
1

- jfat sc
sin((1- a)ft sc )e- jf (at 1)sc 
 a sin(aft sc )e
a
-1


Frequency model formulation given in (4) indicates the
presence of leakage power in the entire frequency band, and
its practical upper limit is the bandwidth of the acquisition
system. However, its value changes inversely with the
frequency. Especially in a noisy measurement environment,
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it is expected that for higher frequencies, signal to noise
ratio (SNR) of the leakages get worse. As a result, choosing
most important few low frequency components of the DFT
values, even under the operating clock frequency of the
target device may increase the performance of the
frequency-domain CCPA attack.

between DFT vectors. For i-th execution of the algorithm,
frequency vectors Fi’j containing the selected n1 DFT
coefficients corresponding j.th bit of the secret key are
correlated with the vector Fi’r which is the reference DFT
vector of the same execution. By using absolute values of
selected DFT coefficients, for each exponent bit, cross
correlation vectors FCi’rj={ FCi’r1, FCi’r2, …, FCi’rw-1} are
generated. Calculation of these correlation values are
described in (7). Here, the frequency vector of the j.th secret
bit and reference bit r of the i.th power trace have mean
values of μir’, μij’ and variance σir’, σij’ respectively.
FCi rj  CorrCoeff  Fi j , Fi r  
'

'

n1

(a)



  Fi (f
j

n 1

j

n 1

(b)
Figure 2. CMOS inverter simulations: (a) 0-1 state change leakage currents
for 2 different CL values. (b) Corresponding frequency components of these
leakage currents

First step of the FCCPA analysis is the extraction of the
trace segments corresponding to the operations of the each
key bit. From each power trace Pi, the regions Pi1, Pi2, …,
Pi1w-1 of a key bit “jϵ1, 2,…, w” are extracted. Here w=1024
is the bit size of the target RSA operation. Each extracted
region Pij contains whole of the acquired N time samples
Pij={xN-1, xN-2,…, x0}. The regions to be extracted on a
typical leakage signal are shown in Fig. 3 within the
rectangles. For each measurement, the trace segments
corresponding to a chosen reference bit “r” is labeled as the
reference region.
Next step is the calculation of DFT coefficients for each
segment. For the sampling frequency fs=1/Ts, with the
resolution frequency of f0=2Пfs/N, the DFT coefficients
Xij(fn) corresponding to the frequencies fn=n.f0, n ϵ [0, N-1]
are calculated as given in (5).
N

Xi j (f n )   x k .e(  i2 nk / N)

(5)

k 0

Because DFT transform is symmetrical, only absolute
values of one half of the DFT coefficients
Fij(fn)=abs(Xij(fn)) are stored into a N/2 dimensional vector
Fij as described in (6) and used for cross correlation
calculations.
Fi j  {Fi j (f 0 ), Fi j (f1 ),...Fi j (f ( N 1)/ 2 ))}
(6)
In this step, it is important finding the range of the
current. As emphasized in [31] the low frequency
components are more important in terms of SNR. For our
case also, it is expected that, using only the most important
lower frequency regions gives better results. First n1
coefficients in vector Fij corresponding to the lower
frequency band 0…fn1 are extracted and named as Fi’j. The
next step is the calculation of cross correlation values

Cov  Fi j' , Fi r ' 
i 'j .i 'r

n

)' - i j  Fi r (f n )' - i r 

n

)' - i j   Fi r (f n )' - i r 

n1

  Fi (f

'

2

(7)
2

The last step of the FCCPA analysis is the estimation of
each secret bit types. In order the attack to be successful, it
is necessary to use many power traces in which different
base values are treated with the same secret exponent “d”
and combine calculated correlation coefficients from each
trace. Otherwise the method does not work or its
performance decreases too much.
One of the reasons to calculate better common correlation
coefficient is the switching noise present in each interested
leakage region. As detailed above, the implementation
weaknesses used by the presented frequency domain and
previous time domain cross-correlation-based attacks are
reading data from different memory locations depending on
the type of the key bits. During the execution of such
interested operations, HW or HD changes of the data carried
from a certain memory location also causes a “data
dependent” power leakage. This power leakage adds a
“switching noise" component to the power measurements as
it has no part that can be used by the attack and happens
simultaneously with the interested operations. It is aimed to
decrease this noise by using many curves measured during
the transport of random HW or HD values.
100
80
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40
20
0
-20
-40
-60
-80
3.5

4

4.5

5

time sample

5.5
10 4

Figure 3. Extracted areas on a typical leakage signal

Another reason for using many curves is the existence of
electronic noise in each power leakage measurement. By
using multiple curves, it is aimed to reduce the components
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from this noise just like those from switching noise. Thus,
while a common correlation value is generated from all of
the calculated correlation values, only key bit dependent
effects strengthen each other and others diminish. As a
result, required correlation values are obtained.
TABLE II. CALCULATION OF BIT TYPES
Inputs

FCirj'=  FCir1',FCir2',....,FCirw-1'

Outputs:
dt= dtw-1,dt1,dt0

Volume 22, Number 2, 2022
trace number and compared to a threshold value. As shown
theoretically in [42] it is possible to calculate a better
common correlation value simply by averaging correlation
coefficients. Mean cross correlation values of DFT
coefficients of each of the key bits with a chosen type0
reference bit (bit 500) is given in Fig. 5 (a). Here all off the
DFT coefficients represents 0-50 MHz frequency band
which correspond to the half of the sampling frequency
band. For the analysis, 28.000 power traces are used. The
green line shows the used threshold value.

FCirjsum'=0
trsehold=0
For i=1 to M do
For j=w-1 to 1 do
FCirjsum'= FCirjsum'+FCirj'
If (FCirjsum'+FCirj'>treshold)
dtj=type0
Else
dtj=type1
update
Return

treshold

dt= dtw-1,dt1,dt0

Algorithm given in Table II describes the estimation
procedure for the type of the secret bits, based on the sum of
correlations of DFT coefficients. As explained before, the
“FCi’rj” vectors contain the cross correlation values of DFT
coefficients between the leakage regions of reference bit and
the regions of the other secret bits. Here “dt” is the binary
type vector representation of the secret exponent “d”, “w” is
the number of the secret bit values. For each power trace i,
FCi’rjsum value, which is the sum of the correlation alues of
j.th bit, are updated and compared to an updated threshold
value. According to this comparison, type dtj of each of the
bit dj is decided. If the calculated mean correlation value is
greater than the threshold, type of the target bit is decided as
type0 which is the same with the reference bit. As explained
before, type0 bit means that the bit dw has the same value
with the preceding bit. Otherwise, the type of the bit is
judged to be type1, meaning it has a different value from the
previous bit. As the threshold value, averages of the sum of
the neighboring 50 bits cross correlation coefficients are
used.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Measurements are recorded by using a Tektronix digital
phosphor oscilloscope as the chip making calculations for
random messages with the same private key. Measurements
are taken using a differential probe connected across a
1-ohm resistor tied in series to the power line of the target
circuit. The acquisition sampling rate was 100 Msample/sec.
As a preprocessing step of the attack, power trace regions
corresponding to the interested operations of each bit in the
exponentiation steps are extracted and DFT coefficients are
calculated. In Fig. 4, single-sided amplitudes of DFT
coefficients of a sample trace region are given.
As the final step of the attack, cross correlation values of
a bit calculated for each traces are summed and divided by
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Figure 4. Single sided amplitude spectrum of a sample trace region for 0-50
MHz frequency band

In Fig. 5(b), same results are given for only those DFT
coefficients representing 0-0.5 MHz frequency bands. This
band is selected because it contains the DFT component
having the highest amplitude.

Figure 5. Mean correlation values of DFT coefficients for 0-05 and 0-50
MHz frequency bands

It can be seen that when all of the DFT coefficients
representing the whole measured band is used, mean cross
correlation values have a rising amplitude as the
corresponding bit positions are approached to the reference.
This behavior indicates that trace segments as well as their
DFT coefficients are not statistically independent over time.
Because noise founding in a power trace have more
dependency at the neighboring points [40], the noise
included in each trace segment make more contribution to
the calculated correlation values when the segments
approach to the reference. Because this behavior is due to
the noise and independent from the corresponding bit types,
it also negatively affects the attack performance. However,
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this appearance in the correlation curve reduces and even
disappears when lower frequency band is used as shown in
Fig. 5(b). The choice of lower band DFT components which
have better SNR values, exhibits less statistical dependency
between represented trace segments because of their
locations. These make the threshold calculation and key bit
dependent correlation calculations better. By this way,
separations of the different bit types and the performance of
the attack increases.

Figure 6. Number of correctly found bit types with increasing number of
traces
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factor on the performance of the FCCA. The reason behind
the better performance of the lower frequency bands can be
explained because of their better SNR values, like other
DPA and CPA attacks. It is clear that frequency domain
enables the attacker to choose the components that having
better leakage SNR and by this way it can improve the
attack performance of the FCCPA.
It is also shown that dependency of DFT coefficients
corresponding to the time samples in the trace regions are
increasing when these regions are getting closer to each
other. One reason behind this behavior is that, electronic
noise of neighboring points on a trace are more related and
as a result, more correlated to each other. However, in lower
frequency band, SNR values of DFT coefficients of each
segments are getting better and effect of this dependency
diminishes. As a result, the steepness of these lower band
correlation values provides better threshold calculations and
better separation of target bits.
As a disadvantage of frequency-domain, it can be said
that some extra computing power is needed for calculations
of DFT coefficients. However, FCCPA requires lesser
number of power traces and much lesser number of points
for cross correlation calculations. Showing this
advantageous property of FCCPA is the main contribution
of this study.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, it is shown that a previously published cross
correlation based power analysis method, which is applied
to the Montgomery Ladder exponentiation steps of a RSA
implementation can be improved by working in frequency
domain. The proposed attack utilizes cross correlation
values of DFT coefficients instead of time-domain samples.
Like in previous time-domain counterpart, this attack needs
to use fixed known reference bit. It is experimentally shown
that frequency-domain attack works faster than time-domain
attack when all of the DFT coefficients corresponding to the
whole of the measured frequency band are used. As a result,
it is shown that, as mentioned in previous frequency domain
DPA and CPA type attacks, noise and jitter robustness of
frequency domain compared to the time domain is also a
healing factor for the CCPA type attacks in this domain.
In addition, instead of using whole of the DFT
coefficients which includes several harmonics of the
operating clock frequency of the target circuit, using a few
DFT coefficients corresponding to a lower band, even under
the first clock harmonic of the target is also an improving
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